8  Wysocki Keeps It Green for the Vikings
It’s not easy being green when fall’s first freeze hits on September first and spring rarely arrives before May’s football mini-camp. Yet Dale Wysocki, facility supervisor for the Minnesota Vikings, consistently maintains an upbeat attitude and first-rate playing fields.

10  Wimbledon Never Looked Like This!
Jimmy Connors took one look at Sonoran Clubhouse’s meticulously maintained grass tennis court near Phoenix, AZ, and remarked, “Wimbledon never looked like this.” The clubhouse’s secret is subsurface heating and drip irrigation.

14  Cincinnati Hosts Seventh Green Fest
The Green Industry Expo is billed as “more than just a trade show.” This year, in Cincinnati, the GIE serves an “educational extravaganza” of seminars, business and technical sessions, networking opportunities, and entertainment.

16  Delaware Back on Solid Ground
Rain has always been a problem at University of Delaware Stadium, sometimes turning the field into muck so deep that the school’s marching band couldn’t perform its half-time show. All that’s changed now, thanks to the wonders of modern sports field construction.
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The grass grows green at Desert Mountain’s Sonoran Clubhouse.
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